Summary. The goal of privacy protection in statistical databases is to balance the social right to know and the individual right to privacy. When microdata (i.e. data on individual respondents) are released, they should stay analytically useful but should be protected so that it cannot be decided whether a published record matches a specific individual. However, there is some uncertainty in the assessment of data utility, since the specific data uses of the released data cannot always be anticipated by the data protector. Also, there is uncertainty in assessing disclosure risk, because the data protector cannot foresee what will be the information context of potential intruders. Generating synthetic microdata is an alternative to the usual approach based on distorting the original data. The main advantage is that no original data are released, so no disclosure can happen. However, subdomains (i.e. subsets of records) of synthetic datasets do not resemble the corresponding subdomains of the original dataset. Hybrid microdata mixing original and synthetic microdata overcome this lack of analytical validity. We present a fast method for generating numerical hybrid microdata in a way that preserves attribute means, variances and covariances, as well as (to some extent) record similarity and subdomain analyses. We also overcome the uncertainty in assessing data utility by using newly defined probabilistic information loss measures.
Introduction
Statistical databases come in two flavors: tabular data (aggregated data) and microdata (records on individual persons or entities). Microdata can be continuous, e.g. salary or weight, or categorical, for instance sex, hair color or instruction level. Releasing microdata, or any statistical data for that matter, must face the tension between respondent privacy and data utility. In the case of microdata, providing respondent privacy means that an intruder should be unable to make a decision whether a published record corresponds to a specific respondent. On the other hand, providing data utility means that the published set of data should preserve as many statistical properties as possible from the original set.
However, assessing respondent privacy and data utility is inherently uncertain:
• The privacy of respondents is inversely proportional to the risk of disclosure of their responses, i.e. the risk that an intruder can link specific released data to specific respondents. But the ability of an intruder to do so depends on how many and how good are the external identified information sources he can gather (e.g. censuses, yearbooks, phonebooks, etc.). Unfortunately, the data protector cannot exactly anticipate how much external information intruders will be able to link to the data being released in anonymized form.
• The utility of the released data depends on the specific data uses it has to serve. But the data protector is very often unable to foresee how the released data will be used by legitimate users.
One possibility for protecting a microdata set is to use a masking method (e.g. additive noise, microaggregation, etc., cf. [3] ) to transform original data into protected, publishable data. An alternative to masking the original data is to generate a a synthetic data set not from the original data, but from a set of random values that are adjusted in order to fulfill certain statistical requirements [14, 11, 13, 12] . A third possibility is to build a hybrid data set as a mixture of the masked original values and a synthetic data set [6, 1, 2] .
The advantage of synthetic data over masking is that deciding whether a synthetic data record corresponds to a particular respondent does not make sense any more. So the problem of assessing the privacy of respondents is circumvented. The drawback of synthetic data is that they have limited data utility: they only preserve the statistics that were taken into account by the data protector when generating the synthetic dataset. This raises an interesting question: why not directly publish the statistics that should be preserved rather than a synthetic dataset preserving them?
For synthetic microdata to be really useful, they ought to preserve recordlevel similarity to some extent, so that subdomains of the protected dataset still yield acceptably accurate analyses. Hybrid microdata are better than purely synthetic microdata at preserving record-level similarity.
Contribution and plan of this paper
In this paper, a method for generating continuous hybrid microdata is proposed such that:
• It is non-iterative and fast, because its running time grows linearly with the number of records in the original dataset;
• It exactly reproduces the means and the covariance matrix of the original dataset, which implies that variances and Pearson correlations are also exactly preserved; • It allows preservation of record-level similarity to some extent, so that subdomains of the protected dataset can still be analytically valid (this is especially true if the relevant subdomains can be decided before applying the method).
When assessing the utility of the data output by the proposed method, we propose to deal with the uncertainty about data uses using probabilistic information measures. Section 1.2 describes our proposal for generating hybrid data. Section 1.3 deals with the complexity and the data utility properties of the proposed method. Probabilistic information loss measures are described in Section 1.4. Empirical results are reported in Section 1.5. Finally, Section 1.6 contains some conclusions and suggestions for future research.
A low-cost method for hybrid microdata generation
Let X be an original microdata set, with n records and m attributes. Let X be a hybrid microdata set to be generated, also with n records and m attributes. In fact, both X and X can be viewed as n×m matrices. The method presented is a hybrid evolution of the synthetic data generation method in [8] . Like [8] , it exactly preserves both univariate and multivariate statistical properties of X, such as means, covariances and correlations. As we show below, the improvement with respect to [8] is that, since X is hybrid rather than synthetic, a fair amount of record-level similarity between X and X is preserved, which allows for subdomain analysis. The algorithm below constructs X from X: Algorithm 1 (Basic procedure)
1. Use a masking method to transform the original dataset X into a masked dataset X . 2. Compute the covariance matrix C of the original microdata matrix X. 3. Use Cholesky's decomposition on C to obtain
where U is an upper triangular matrix and U t is the transposed version of U . 4. Compute an n × m matrix A as
5. Use Algorithm 2 to modify matrix A so that its covariance matrix is the m × m identity matrix. 6. Obtain the hybrid microdata set as
By construction, the covariance matrix of X equals the covariance matrix of X (see [15] ). 7. Due to the construction of matrix A, the mean of each attribute in X is 0. In order to preserve the mean of attributes in X, a last adjustment is performed. Ifx j is the mean of the j-th attribute in X, thenx j is added to the j-th column (attribute) of X :
Note that modification of matrix A is needed for two reasons:
• To preserve covariances;
• To prevent the hybrid data X from being exactly the masked data X .
We now need to specify how to modify an n×m matrix A so that its covariance matrix is the m × m identity matrix.
Algorithm 2 (Modification of matrix A)
1. Given an n × m matrix A with elements a i,j , view the m columns of A as samples of attributes
is the covariance between attributes A j and A j , the objective of the algorithm is that
for j, j ∈ {1, · · · , m}. 2. Letā 1 be the mean of A 1 . Let us adjust A 1 as follows:
The mean of the adjusted A 1 is 0. 3. In order to reach the desired identity covariance matrix, some values of attributes A 2 , · · · , A m must change. For v = 2 to m do: a) Letā v be the mean of attribute A v . b) For j = 1 to v − 1, the covariance between attributes A j and A v is 
Once the aforementioned linear system is solved, the new values are assigned:
A final adjustment on A v is performed to make its mean 0:
In the last step, values in A are adjusted in order to reach Cov(A j , A j ) = 1 for j = 1 . . . m. If σ j is the standard deviation of attribute A j , the adjustment is computed as:
1.3 Properties of the proposed scheme
Performance and complexity
The computational complexity for the proposed method will next be estimated; we exclude the masking step, because it is not part of the method itself. Let n be the number of records and m the number of attributes. Then the complexities of the various operations are as follows:
• Calculation of the covariance matrix:
where the term 2m 4 /3 is the cost of solving a Gauss system m times [10] ;
In summary, the overall complexity is O(nm + 2m 4 /3) = O(n + m 4 ). To understand this complexity, one should realize that, in general, the number of records n is much larger than the number of attributes m, i.e. n >> m. Thus this proposal maintains the strong point of [8] that its complexity is linear in the number of records.
The method has been tested with several data set sizes and execution times to generate X from X (that is, excluding the running time for masking X into X ) are shown in Table 1 .1. 
Data utility
As stated above, the proposed scheme exactly reproduces the statistical properties of the original data set.
• The means of attributes in the original data set X are exactly preserved in the synthetic data set X .
• The covariance matrix of X is exactly preserved in X (see [15] ). Thus, in particular: -The variance of each attribute in X is preserved in X ; -The Pearson correlation coefficient matrix of X is also exactly preserved in X , because correlations are obtained from the covariance matrix.
The difference between this method and the one in [8] is that recordlevel similarity is preserved to some extent, as shown in Section 1.5 below on empirical results. Unlike [8] , which used a random matrix A, the method in our paper uses a matrix A which is derived from a masked version X of the original data X.
A generic information loss measure
To measure information loss, we assume that the original dataset X is a population and the hybrid dataset X is a sample from the population. Given a population parameter θ on X, we can compute the corresponding sample statisticΘ on X . Let us assume thatθ is the value taken byΘ in a specific instance of sample X . The more different isθ from θ, the more information is lost when publishing the sample X instead of the population X. We show next how to express that loss of information through probability.
If the sample size n is large, the distribution ofΘ tends to normality with mean θ and variance V ar(Θ). According to [5] , values of n greater than 100 are often large enough for normality of all sample statistics to be acceptable. Fortunately, most protected datasets released in official statistics consist of n > 100 records, so that assuming normality is safe. Thus, the standardized sample discrepancy
can be assumed to follow a N (0, 1) distribution. Therefore, in [7] we defined a generic probabilistic information loss measure pil(θ) referred to parameter θ as the probability that the absolute value of the discrepancy Z is less than or equal to the actual discrepancy we have got in our specific sample X , that is
Being a probability, the above measure is bounded in the interval [0, 1], which facilitates comparison and tradeoff against disclosure risk (which is also bounded). This is a major advantage over previous non-probabilistic information loss measures [4, 16] , which are unbounded.
Empirical work

Information loss and disclosure risk measures
To assess data utility, we will compute the above generic probabilistic information loss measure for specific population parameters θ and sample statisticŝ Θ: quantiles, means, variances, covariances and Pearson correlations. We write below P IL rather than pil when the probabilistic measure has been averaged over all attributes or pairs of attributes, rather than being computed for a single attribute or attribute pair. Also, the measures below have been multiplied by 100 to scale them within [0, 100] rather than within [0, 1].
P IL(Q)
is 100 times the average pil(Q q ) for all attributes and quantiles Q q from q = 5% to q = 95% in 5% increments over all attributes; this is the average impact on quantiles; 2. P IL(m 0 1 ) is the average impact on means over all attributes; 3. P IL(m 2 ) is the average impact on variances over all attributes; 4. P IL(m 11 ) is the average impact on covariances over all attribute pairs; 5. P IL(r) is the average impact on Pearson's correlation coefficients over all attribute pairs.
Regarding disclosure risk, it is measured using the following three measures defined in [3, 9] , which also take values in [0, 100] as follows:
• DLD (Distance-based Linkage Disclosure) is the average of DLD − 1 to DLD − 10, where DLD − i is the percentage of correctly linked pairs of original-hybrid records using distance-based record linkage through i attributes; • RID (Rank Interval Disclosure) is the average of RID − 1 to RID − 10,
where RID − i is the percentage of original values of the i-th attribute that fall within a rank interval centered around their corresponding hybrid value with width p% of the total number of records; • SDID (Standard Deviation Interval Disclosure) is analogous to RID but using intervals whose width is a percentage of each attribute's standard deviation.
The data set
The microdata set X used for testing was obtained from the U.S. Energy Information Authority and contains 4092 records 1 . Initially, the data file contained 15 attributes from which the first 5 were removed as they corresponded to identifiers. We have worked with the attributes: RESREVENUE, RESSALES, COMREVENUE, COMSALES, INDREVENUE, INDSALES, OTHREVENUE, OTHRSALES, TOTREVENUE, TOTSALES. This dataset was also used in [9] .
The results
Results on the overall dataset
Three different masking methods have been used in Step 1 of Algorithm 1: microaggregation with parameter 3 to obtain X (mic), rank swapping with parameter 7 to obtain X (sw) and random noise with parameter 0.16 to obtain X (rn) (see [3] for details on those methods). Call X (mic), X (sw) and X (rn) the hybrid datasets obtained with Algorithm 1 using X (mic), X (sw) and X (rn), respectively. By construction, the hybrid datasets preserve means, variances, covariances and Pearson correlations of the original dataset X. Table 1 .2 gives the above information loss measures for each masked and hybrid dataset.
It can be seen from Table 1 .2 that X have higher P IL(Q) than X for all three masking methods (only slightly higher for random noise); however, X have substantially lower values than X for the remaining information loss measures. Disclosure risk measures are also much lower for X than for X for all masking methods. Thus, all in all, the hybrid datasets X are much better than the masked X.
Top-down generation: posterior subdomains
The next question is how does the proposed hybrid data generation method behave for subdomains that were not predictable at the moment of generating the hybrid data (posterior subdomains). This is relevant if the user is interested in a subset of records selected according to the values of a (maybe external) categorical attribute (e.g. the records corresponding to women). To answer that question, X and X have been partitioned into d corresponding subdomains, for d = 2, 3, 4, 5. The various information loss measures have been computed between each subdomain in X and its corresponding subdomain in X . Table 1 .3 gives the average results, i.e. for each d the measures averaged over the d pairs of X − X subdomains.
At least two things can be observed from Table 1 .3, regardless of the masking method used: • Means, variances, covariances and Pearson correlations of the original dataset are not preserved in the subdomains; further, the discrepancy of these statistics between the subdomains in X and X is remarkable; • The more subdomains are made, the larger the information loss and the smaller the interval disclosure risks RID and SDID.
Bottom-up generation: prior subdomains
We now turn to the performance of the proposed hybrid data generation when directly applied to subdomains that can be decided a priori. By construction, means, variances, covariances and Pearson correlations of subdomains of X are preserved in subdomains of X . The interesting point is that the overall X t obtained as union of d hybrid subdomains also preserves means, variances, covariances and Pearson correlations of X. • When assembling the hybrid subdomains into X t , P IL(Q) and DLD decrease (even if the latter is already very low). At the same time, the interval disclosure measures RID and SDID increase substantially; • As the number d of subdomains increases, interval disclosure measures decrease for each subdomain, but they increase for the overall dataset X t .
Conclusions and future research
In this paper, we have presented a new method for generating numerical hybrid microdata, based on combining a masking method with Cholesky's decomposition. Excluding masking computation (dependent on the particular masking method used), the method is very fast, because its running time is linear in the number of records. The method preserves a fair amount of record-level similarity, which allows for subdomain analysis. The best results are obtained when the relevant subdomains can be decided in advance by the data protector: in that case, the method can be applied independently for each subdomain and the information loss and disclosure risk measures for the overall dataset are still very good (bottom-up approach). If the relevant subdomains cannot be anticipated, then the only option is to apply the method to the overall dataset and hope for the best when subdomains are analyzed (top-down approach); in this case, the method does not guarantee intra-subdomain preservation of any statistics, but it distorts those statistics less than sheer synthetic data generation. A first line for future research is to extend the notion of subdomain from a subset of records to a subset of records and attributes. The idea is to evaluate the bottom-up and the top-down approaches for subdomains comprising only a subset of attributes for each record.
A second line for future research is to give some guidance to help the data protector anticipate the relevant subdomains in the bottom-up approach (e.g. use categorical variables to partition records in subdomains, etc.).
